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Mae McCarty
Cody's files
Letters 48
Handout this file
Lecture
unpublished files

O.T. Perry: systematically discarded business files.

"secret file"
Over Bob Scott address wanted for weeks.
Ballo, 1941. Not published.
Nothing on record.
"Nothing tell her we
ready."

"Dec '43" (or late Nov.) paper ready in 71/43.
needed to be pronounced.

- Al Schuman; Heidelberg;

Didn't know until Spring '45 that Harriet would
tape (in fall).

? about Minsky/Pollster. They
were confident of any Chalilin people.
Early '46/ Minsky panty/ Khader/ "You might not
think you're doing anything specific".

Hershey, Pa Fall '45/ Chad's Fund
Jesse conducted/ washed away
(D. 1972-2023)
World War II era instead of Army.

? '46

"almost pathologic."

Darrow: R < S. work.

in '40's.

Foss said: immediately started
Darrow, all set to go, & requested it right away.

Army was already semi-grosser as group.

Darrow seemed to Army.

(Dear love, may have been too cutting)

Allaway: Army was highly involved.

found pH 2, positivity.

? don't know

Army was thin but not looking well in 1934
operation was mid 30's
hypothyroid in 1933, '34.

His posture: delicate.

monologues - "stiffset" - personal, concise
sterotyped statements
(recollections of real statements)
pathology about being concerned
explore hypotheses.

"nothing should have any chance of being wrong."

As reported: number of lack of antitypical (permutations specific cases degrowth rabbit)

which had (something to do with) some or nature problem

not discussed: what went...

[ Knight witnessed change to &
Weinstein patent or not? ]

Mrs. Skoby - caught any.
Congression - didn't get it "[ or Schultz &
large chair]

"fractionate a whole extinct" what does
means today & then.

Mae didn't know being of predecessor in own
history.

Would like to find two to reconcile. Mae had half

would like to find two to reconcile.